ECOWAS Commission

Workshop on Sensitisation on the Creation/Strengthening of SPS
National Committees
&
Training of Trainers in Science-based methods and the Use of
scientific methods in setting standards
MALI – Bamako, 28 February to 05 March 2011
Summary of Conclusions and Final Decisions
Introduction
Following the decision of the ECOWAS Commissionand the AU/IBAR-PANSPSO, a « Workshop on
Sensitisation on the Crestion/Strengthening of SPS National Committees and the Training of Trainers in
Science-based methods and the Use of Scientific Methods in Setting Standards » took place from 28 February
to 5 March 2011.
Present at the workshop were : (i) delegates from ECOWAS member countries (apart from the Republic of
Côte d’Ivoire) representing the membership of SPS bodies at national level, (ii) staff and experts from the
ECOWAS Commission, (iii) staff and experts of the PANSPSO Project of the AU/IBAR. The full list of
participants is annexed to the present report.
The main objective of the workshop was to sensitise ECOWAS member countries on the need to put in place
and strengthen National SPS Committees through capacity building (training of trainers) on the use of sciencebased arguments in setting standards.

1. Opening ceremony
This featured five speeches:
•

Dr Ibrahim GASHASH AHMED, representative of the Federal Minister of Agriculture and Rural
Development of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, noted, in his speech, the importance of the workshop and
its relevance for strengthening collaboration and joint efforts among ECOWAS member states.

•

Dr COLY Raphael, PAN SPSO coordinator, welcomed, on behalf of the Director of AU-IBAR (who was
unavoidably absent), all the delegates from member countries of ECOWAS. He expressed satisfaction with
the collaboration between the Commission and AU/IBAR on the activities of PANSPSO. In conclusion, he
urged ECOWAS member states and the Commission to demonstrate greater commitment to SPS
standards in order to give more relevance to African countries at international meetings on standards.
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•

Mr Bertrand SORET, representing the European Commission Delegation in Mali, expressed pleasure
with the work of PANSPSO. According to him, the meeting was being organised with funds provided by
the European Union for member countries and regional organisations.

•

Mr Ousseini SALIFOU, Commissioner for Agriculture, Environment and Water Resources thanked the
Malian authorities for facilitating the holding of the meeting. He stressed the importance of the SPS theme
for the ECOWAS Commission which has led to the elaboration, harmonisation and several regulatory
decisions on seeds, pesticides, fertilisers, sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards. He also emphasised the
need to adopt the participatory and inclusive approach as part of the process for setting up national SPS
committees in each country.

•

Mme DIALLO Madeleine BA, the Minister of Livestock and Fishing of the Republic of Mali, in her
opening speech, welcomed all the participants to the African hospitality of Mali. She thanked all the
partners involved in the process of capacity building on SPS standards in the ECOWAS member countries.
She concluded by asking all participants to be fully involved in the activities of the workshop. She then
declared open the workshop.

After the various speeches, a bureau was elected:
•

Chairman : Dr Ibrahim GASHASH AHMED

•

Two rapporteurs : Mr KEBBA DAFFEH (the Gambia) and Mme Hassane AISSATOU CISSE (Niger)

The draft agenda was adopted without any modification.
2. Work sessions
Following the presentation of the objectives of the workshop by the ECOWAS Commission, the sessions
heard several presentations on the theme for the benefit of participants and these were followed by
discussions, exchanges and eventually, recommendations. :

2.1.
•

Presentations and exchanges

Presentation of Regulation C/REG 21/11/10 on the harmonisation of the structural framework et
operational rules in the area of health safety of plants, animals and food items in the ECOWAS
region: In informing participants, this presentation traced the history and content of the regulation. The
regulation was drawn up in a participatory and inclusive manner. It spells out the general principles and
indicates the conditions and organisational procedures which sustain health safety of food and animals at
the local and national levels. It also defines the structures and mechanisms for cooperation in the area of
health safety in the ECOWAS region. A copy of the regulation thus adopted was given to each participant.

•

Country reports: Thirteen countries reported on the level of implementation of SPS standards in their
country and described the organisational structure which assists them in maintaining standards. Finally,
they listed their constraints and perspectives for strengthening their activities. It was generally evident
that :

i.

In terms of structures: there are various degrees of organisation and differences in application of SPS
standards. Mention must be made the effective presence of an OIE, a CIPP focal point, a CODEX contact
point and a WTO focal point in each country.
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ii.

On constraints : the common constraint mentioned was that of coordination and synergy in action

iii.

On perspectives for development :

•

Presentation by PANSPSO: The coordinator of the PANSPSO project recalled the history of the
project and outlined the results achieved as well as perspectives for the future. This project which is the
fruit of cooperation between the ACP secretariat and the European Union is designed for capacity building
among African nations so that they can participate in the activities of organisations engaged in sanitary and
phytosanitary standards. The advantages of the project were globally appreciated by participants. It is
expected that the project could be extended to a second stage.

•

Reminder on « Resolutions of the 8th conference of ministers of animal resources in
Africa. » : Several types of resolutions were adopted in Uganda. The one concerning « access to
markets » dwelt on sustainability and strengthening of the mechanisms on SPS standards and the
creation/strengthening of national and regional mechanisms for the harmonisation of SPS activities. This
fully underscores the intervention and development of PANSPSO project activities in member states.

•

Presentation on training/strengthening of national SPS committees: The setting up of national
SPS committees is in response to the need for the harmonisation of actors and structures involved in SPS
standards. The presentation handed down « directives » on the composition, leadership, functions, possible
sub-committees, ad hoc working groups. In addition, the directive outlined modes of operations of the
committees, especially the secretariat, capacity building activities, report formats as well as monitoring, etc.
The directive therefore proposes that the committees should be legal entities in each country.
Case studies on functional or developing SPS committees (Uganda, Namibia and Burkina Faso) were
presented as a point of discussion for the current directives, followed by discussions and exchanges.

•

World Trade Organisation/General Information : the presentation detailed the history of the
organisation from the GATT initiative up to the WTO (153 members : Distinct States and Customs Units),
defined the objectives and functions of the WTO (including technical assistance and training for developing
countries) its operational structure, the structure of negotiating groups. The basic principles and duties
concern absence of discrimination, definite expectations, suppression of barriers to negotiations. These
rights concern waivers and exemptions. WTO decisions are reached through consensus.

•

SPS Agreement: The SPS agreement (Article XXb of GATT, 1947) is the point of convergence for the
three sisters (OIE, CIPV, CODEX) along with the WTO for preservation of the health of animals, plants
and human beings. The legal basis is that no WTO member can prevent another member from taking steps
to protect the health and lives of human beings and animals as well as the protection of plants.

•

Film projection: The film dealt with two case studies, one on the return of the lost pawpaw market in
Belize and that of shrimps in Benin. The capacity building programmes and technical assistance in these
countries made it possible to resume marketing activities which had been stopped on account of sanitary
and phytosanitary problems.
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•

SPS WTO committees: An SPS committee was established for the WTO in order to hold regular
consultations. The roles and functions were presented with particular emphasis on notification to be
carried out at the level of the WTO.

•

Procedures for notification: The legal bases for the notification procedures were presented and dwelt
on the issues leading to GATT, the publication of regulations, the establishment of information points, the
bases and reasons for notification and such bodies as are entitled to receive them, the management of
statistic data. It must also be added that each country shall have a single « notification » authority.

•

Private standards: the problem of private standards was raised and it is recurring at the level of SPS
committees of WTO. The main difficulty is in the fact that apart from problems in obeying the standards
set by the three sisters, the adoption of private standards would place African countries at a disadvantage.

•

International convention on plant protection (CPP): the CPP is the standards organisation
specialised in plant protection. It presented its mode of operation, the decision-making bodies, and its
notification procedure. Plant protection involves a number of sectors including trade, education, the
environment as well as agriculture and rural development. The presenter also highlighted the major
operational constraints and modes of providing information on phytosanitary standards at national and
global levels.

•

Codex Alimentarius: the presentation emphasised the structure of Codex, its mode of operation and in
particular the bodies involved in it. Administered by the FAO for FAO/WHO, Codex has as its basic
mandate to « administer the process of standardisation ». Codex has nine (9) horizontal committees in
eight different countries all over the world and eleven (11) product committees (vertical) found in eleven
countries. It also has subsidiary bodies including CCAFRICA. The methods and procedures for elaboration
and adoption of standards as well as revisions were presented. The final part of the presentation was on
procedures for risk evaluation and scientific analyses.

•

World Animal Health Organisation (OIE): The history of this organisation was presented from its
inception (1924), its growth and the various agreements reached with other organisations such as
ECOWAS in 2007. Some notions and definitions made it possible to clarify different concepts (SPS
agreement, OTC agreement, etc..)

OIE is recognised by the SPS agreement and spells out sanitary

standards for animals which have been recognised consensually by veterinary authorities. There was also a
presentation on the structure (Delegates general assembly, focal points, the Council), the objectives,
mission, membership (178) and the organisation of meetings. The presenter concluded with a chapter on
the main issues of the OIE strategy plan.
•

Practical thematic activity: The various discussions led to greater understanding of mechanisms for
discovering SPS related problems as well as the drawing up, critical evaluation and revision of draft and
existing standards. The discussions emphasised what arguments to put forward (scientific antecedents,
functions, responsibilities and competences …), relevant questions to ask in order to ensure that, at
national and regional levels, there will be effective involvement in matters related to standards.
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•

Regional Role: ECOWAS Commission made a comprehensive presentation on the regional mandate
which it intends to assume on SPS standards so as to give support at national, regional, continental and
global levels.

•

Risk evaluation: The presenter gave a full and comprehensive report on the various components of risk
management for the implementation of SPS standards, the relationship between the work of evaluators and
the final decision as well decisions on management of information (communication) risks. The examples
given clearly showed the complex nature of risk evaluation in a context already threatened by production
systems, animal mobility and interdependence among all indicators.

•

Management of equivalencies: Article 4 of the SPS agreement deals with the management of the
principle of equivalences. The general principle can be summed up as the fact that members in the SPS
agreement must accept equivalent measures taken by other signatories to the agreement. The presentation
showed the objective criteria for demonstration and reasonable and acceptable guarantees that should be
supplied The presenter also highlighted difficulties in determining equivalences of SPS measures as found in
Article 5 of the SPS agreement. The area of action on equivalences refers to Article 7 of the SPS and it is
to be agreed upon by the exporting and importing countries (various means are acceptable for security
measures).

•

Regulating body for various disputes in the WTO: Since the inception of the procedures concerned
by Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1947, a new concept has come into being called ORD, a principle
which guarantees compliance and execution of WTO agreements. As the General Council, its composition
was defined and its ultimate mandate is to find definite solutions to disagreements. Disputes brought
before the WTO are often related to lack of compliance with undertakings. Finally, the presenter spelt out
the procedures for ORD by indicating the conditions for consultation and dispute resolution. (deadlines,
stages, constitution of special groups, panels, report writing, etc.) and sanctions.

•

Negotiation process: the process of negotiation implies two or several persons with equal or different
powers. The presentation talked about negotiation tools, aptitudes to be developed especially knowledge
of international relations as well as arbitration tools and methods. A simulated exercise took place (two
opposing parties on a case study) which highlighted the shortcoming and mistakes to be corrected, the
strengths and aptitudes to deploy as well as key arguments to be marshalled in the course of negotiations.

•

Introduction to cost benefit analysis: Cost-benefit analysis is a mode of argument to be developed in
order to show not only the relevance of a project but also how to deal with phytosanitary constraints. In
this case, participants were required to develop scenarios on decision making and in particular to evaluate
their far-reaching consequences. It also makes it easier to appreciate the cost-benefit as against physical
facilities available.

Details of the various presentations are annexed to this report.

2.2.

Exchanges and general discussions
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All participants were given the opportunity to make comments, ask for clarifications and to air their views on
the subjects presented. The main issues of discussion were the following:
•

Creation of SPS committees in each country: Delegates noted and agreed on the problems of convergence
and communication among the various focal points of different standards bodies including WTO at international
level.

•

Notification and information sharing: ECOWAS member states do not entirely or partially abide by
procedures for notification of their regulations to international standards bodies.

•

SPS National Information Desks: The SPS national Information Desks find it difficult to develop, organise
and forward information to national actors and other groups on SPS standards.

•

Regional SPS process: It was noted that there are problems in understanding the regional process in
terms of harmonisation, integration, synergy and convergence.

•

Funding of activities and increased technical assistance to countries: countries seldom make use
of the windows for funding and technical assistance within international standards bodies which are well
placed to assist in capacity building on issues related to standards.

•

Attendance of member countries at meetings and international fora: It was noticed that
ECOWAS member states have a low level of participation at meetings held by the three sisters and WTO.

•

Reference/accredited laboratories: There is virtually no reference /accredited laboratory (apart from
the Institut Pasteur in Dakar, Senegal) on veterinary science in West Africa to deal with demand for
analyses, control and risk evaluation.

3. Recommendations / Conclusions
After all the presentations, discussions and various exchanges, participants at the workshop made the following
recommendations:
For Member States:
I.

There shall be a National SPS Committee for each country to respond to SPS related issues in their
countries and to draw up action plans

II.

There shall be capacity building with relevant tools for national information desks in each ECOWAS
member country for proper functioning of the national SPS committee

III.

Increased participation of ECOWAS member countries at international fora on standards and capacity
building for compliance with international commitments (Appoint competent persons to serve on various
international bodies)

IV.

Harmonise the schedule of national, regional, and international meetings.

V.

Carry out joint inspections at common borders.

VI.

Notification

For ECOWAS:
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VII.

To provide support for the celebration of the World Veterinary Year ;

VIII.

Broker a common ECOWAS position on standards so as to achieve a common African position

IX.

Fast track implementation of the regional plan for coordinated action against fruit flies. To provide support
for the creation of reference/accredited laboratories in the ECOWAS region.

X.

Organise capacity building for action on international negotiations especially for WTO related matters.

XI.

All commodities not for specific products

For AU/IBAR-PANSPSO:
XII.

Participants expressed the appreciation for the holding of the workshop and found it relevant to the set
objectives.

XIII.

Develop capacity building on various aspects of SPS standards in order to sustain continuity in ech country.

XIV.

Continue to assist African countries to harmonise their positions in order to present common fronts at
international fora

XV.

Forward to the ECOWAS Commission an inventory and a list of experts on SPS standards

XVI.

Capacity building on the three sisters to integrate the regional dimension in international negotiations
Bamako, 5 March 2011
The participants

Vote of thanks
Participants at the “Regional Sensitisation Workshop on the Creation of national SPS Committees and the
Training of Trainers on Science-based methods and the Use of Scientific Arguments in Setting Standards” wish
to express their profound gratitude to His Excellency, Amadou Toumani TOURE, President of the Republic of
Mali and the people of Mali for the warm welcome and the facilities and courtesies extended towards the
successful organisation of the meeting.

Bamako, 5 March 2011
The participants
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Annex 1 – List of Participants at the meeting
Annexe 2 – Presentations
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS / LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

PAYS / COUNTRY
BENIN

Burkina Faso

Burkina Faso

NOM / NAME

INSTITUTIONS

Sossa Joel
Assistant du PDG

Groupe CDPA - Agrisatech

Quenum Sègnon
Direteur des Relations
Commercials Régionales e
internationale
Omichessan Arsène Narcisse
Directeur de relations Eco.et
Commercials Internationale
Sailonou Symphoucon Emmanuel

Ministère du commerce

Bigot-Adjanohun-Yolande
Chef Service de Contrôle des
Denrées
Hougenou Houngla Egnou
Jacques
Ouattara Moussa
Chef Service Contrôle
Phytosanitaire & Qualité
Ouedraogo Pierre
SecrétairePermanent
/Commission Nationale
Intégration.
Karama Bakoué Jean- Paul
Directeur de la Normalisation

Ministère des Affaires
Estrangères
PNI-SPS-CIPV
D/Elevage/MAEP

Amimatour du point de Contact
Codex
Direction Générale des
Productions Végétales. Ministère
de l’Agriculture, de l’ Hydraulique
et des Ressources Halieutiques
Ministère Affaires Estrangère et
de la Coopération Régionale

ADRESSE / ADDRESS
Tel. +229 9760-0121,2132-6197
E-mail : jsossa@cdpa-int.con
Tel :+229-21307026/97248192
Fax : 229-21307042
Email: segnonquenum@yahoo.fr
Tel :+229 95951245/66393464/21051426
Email : narsomich@yahoo.fr
aoconsultant@hotmail.com
Tel:+229-20013290/20214413
dagrimaep@yahoo.fr
Tel:229-95855521
bigotyolande@yahoo.fr
Tel:+229-944413013
Jacquos75@yahoo.fr /maepdana@gmail.com
Tel : +226-71353315 /50361915
ouattmouss@yahoo.fr

Tel : +226-70572211
Fax : +226-50301554
Email : ouedpierre2000@yahoo.fr

Office National du Commerce
Tel: +226-50311300/72834576
Extérieur. Ministère de l’Industrie, Fax:226-50311469
du Commerce, et de la
Email: kara_jean2006@yahoo.fr
Promotion de l’initiative Privée et
de l’Artisanat
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PAYS / COUNTRY

CAP-VERT

NOM / NAME
Some /Damoue Mariam
Chargée du Contrôle
Phytosanitaire
Mande Charles Dieudonné
Représentant des Aviculteurs du
Burkina
Batiebo Jean-Marie
Chef de Service Santé Publique
Vétérinaire
Ludmilde Filomena Celso Silva
Fernandes, Technicien
Supérieure,
Praia, Cap-Vert
Chilel Ceesay

THE GAMBIA
Sonko Landing,
Deputy Director, Focal Point IPPC
Dr. Kebba Daffeh
Junu Bah

Gambia

Nuha Yahya Manneh
Assistant Secretary, Member Of
The NTPDM
Modou Cheyassin Phall, Executive
Director, National Nut. Agency
Modou Cheyassin Ihall, Executive
Director, National Nut. Agency
Ousman Bojang

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

Ministère de l’Agriculture, de l’
Hydraulique et des Ressources
Halieutiques/DPV
Maison de l’Aviculture Burkina
Faso

Tel : +226-50361915/+22670278524
Fax : +226-50375805
mariamsome@hotmail.com
Tel : + 226-76636880
Email : mrelcd@yahoo.fr

Direction Générale Service
Vétérinaires /Ministère des
Ressources Animales
Direction Générale de l’Industrie
et Commerce au Ministère de
Tourismes, Industries et Energie

Tel : +226-50324584/70278277
Fax : + 226-50313529
Email : jmbatiebo@gmail.com
Tel: + 238-2604826/238-2604894
Ludmilde.Fernandes@mtie.gov.cv
ludmilde@hotmail.com

Ministry of Finance , The
Quadrangle, Banjul
The Gambia Plant Protection
Services, Ministry of Agriculture
OIE Delegate For The Gambia,
Ministry of Agriculture
Producer Organisation Rep.
Ministry of Agriculture, Gambia
Sheep & Coats Breeder As
MFA, The Gambia

Email: ceesaychilel@hotmail.com

Codex Contact Point, Office of
the Vice President
Codex Contact Point, Office of
the Vice President
Economist, Ministry of Trade,
Regional Integration &
Employment

Tel: +220-7796623/9344003
Email: sonkokebba@gmail.com
Tel: + 220-9927736
Email: kebbadaffeh@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: +220-9956519
Email:
Tel: + 220-4225225/2209382598
Manneh98@yahoo.com
Tel: + 220-9954038
modoucheyassinpholl@yahoo.com
Tel: + 220-9954038
modoucheyassinpholl@yahoo.com
Tel: +2204228868/9807885
Fax: 220-4227756
jungbojang@yahoo.com
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PAYS / COUNTRY

NOM / NAME
Joyce Okoree

GHANA
Dr. Edward Augustus MarkHansen.
Deputy Director

Guinée

Suglo Edmond Kojo Jack-Vesper
Director
Traoré Namory, Chef Section
DNIA/Military Cooperation

Balde Abdulourahomane Kindy B
Directeur National Service
Protection des Vigilanse et
Danreies V-DS.
Hadja Minte CISSE
Directrice Generale
Conde Sekou Gaoussou
Chef Section Promotion et
Expansion Commerciale
Diaby Ousmane
Douno Diarra Balista

Guinee Bissau

Mario Pereira Batista Jop
Chef de Cabinet d’étude et
Repartions
Luis Antonio Tavares
Point Focal CIPV

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

Ghana Standards Board
Codex Contact Point, Ghana

Tel: +233-244381351/+233-302500092/500231
Jooko88@yahoo.com /jokoree@gsb.gov.gh
codex@gsb.gov.gh
Directorate Veterinary Services
Tel: + 233-208159535/302776015
Ministry of Food & Agriculture
drmarkhansen@hotmail.com /
medwardaugustus@yahoo.com
vsdghana@gmail.com
IPPC Focal Point, Ghana/Ministry Tel: + 233-244388275
of Food & Agriculture/PPRSD
Email: jackvesper@yahoo.com
Directorate of Nationale
Tel: + 224-60540234
Integration Africaine.
Email: nam_traore@yahoo.fr
Ministry & Cooperation
Africaine
Ministère de Agriculture
Tel : +224-30411910/60436321/
64687872
Email : dourabalde2003@yahoo.fr
Institut Guinéen de Métrologie
Normalisation (IGNM), Ministère
de l Industrie et PME
Ministère du Commerce

Ministère de Affaires Estrangères
(SPESIG)
Producteur Exportateur,
Association des Producteur –
Export
Ministère du Commerce

MADR/DSPV
Head of Phytosanitaire Control

Tel : + 224-60299539/22430412816
Email : mintecisse@yahoo.fr
Tel : + 224-60298500
Email : cgaoussou2@hotmail.com
Tel : + 224-6758-4627
Tel : + 224-62062686
Email : dounodia@yahoo.fr
Tel : + 245-5537650/7211404
MAPEBADJOP@hotmail.com
Tel :++245-6638208
Email :lusanta2@hotmail.com
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PAYS / COUNTRY

Liberia

NOM / NAME

INSTITUTIONS

Injai Julio Malam
Point Focal CODEX
Bernado Cassama
Directeur General Elevage
Mario Pereira Batista Jap d estude
Chef de Repartition du Cabine d
estude
Morris M. Kumeh Sr
Director Consumer, Trade &
Sanitary
Augustus B.G. Fahnbulleh
Director of National Quarantine &
Environmental Services
Dr Joseph R.N. Anderson
National Coordinator TAD/VS
Director
Dr Ouattara Mamadou
Point Focal SSA/OIE
Toure
Inspection du Point Focal SPS
Dr Touré Issa
Directeur National Adjoint des
Services Vétérinaire
Sissoko Salif Foucani
Coordinateur National
Traoré Ousmane

DSPV, Ministère de l’Agriculture

Karamoko Touré
Manager Agrinorites
Mahamadou Sako
Directeur -Général Adjoint/ANSSA

Cabinet Agrinornes

Direcao Geral Peuaria
Ministère du Commerce

ADRESSE / ADDRESS
Tel :+245-6621182
Email :jmmaim2010@live.com
Tel:+245-5905999
Email:bernadocassama@yahoo.com.br
Tel : +245-5537650
Email : MAPEADJOP@hotmail.com

Ministry of Commerce & Industry

Tel:+231-6559224
Email: morriskumeh@yahoo.com

Ministry of Agriculture

Tel:+231-6439982, 77439982
Email: augustusfahnbulleh@ymail.com

Ministry of Agriculture

Tel:+231-6540023, 77361200
Email:
joeelsom2000@yahoo.com/jrnanderson@moa.gov.lr
Tel :+223-66724544
Email :ouattmamadou3@yahoo.fr
Tel :+223-20222023
Email :ousmane6toure
Tel :+223-66672600, 20225229, 20222023
Email :issatoure@yahoo.fr

Direction Nationale des Services
Vétérinaire
Ministère de l’Elevage et des
Pêches
Directeur National Adjoint des
Services Vétérinaire
CNOP (ROPPA)

Ministère de la Sante

Tel :+223-20286800
Email :cnopmali@orangemali.net
Tel :+223-78370107, 65291710
Email :traoreousby@yahoo.fr
Tel:+223-76028381
Email:tourekara@yahoo;fr
Tel :+223-20220754, 66799979
Email :mahamadousako@yahoo ;fr
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NOM / NAME
Keita Ballamoussa
Chef Cellule OMC CNUCED
Bah Konipo
Chef Division Législation
Vétérinaire
BagueManou

NIGER
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Harouna Hamidou
Chef de Division CEDEAO
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Directeur de la Normalisation/PQ
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Delegate
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Designation Deputy Director

NIGERIA
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NIGERIA
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INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

Direction National du Commerce
et
Ministère Elevage et Pêche

Tel :+223-74520150
Email :balamoussakeita@yahoo.fr
Tel :+223-76200471
Email :konipobah@yahoo.fr

Chef de Division Réglementation
et Contrôle phytosanitaire
NAG/EL
Ministère des Affaires Etrangères

Tel :+227-20742556/90366132
Email :manoubague@yahoo.fr drpse@hotmail.com

Ministère de l’Agriculture et de
l’Elevage

Tel :+227-20723029
Email :Harounah266@yahoo.fr
Tel :+227-969694
Email :hassan_hamid_sida@yahoo.fr

Ministère de l’Agriculture et de
l’Elevage

Tel :+227-96871296, 97507215
Email :chibkaou@yahoo.fr

FNGIP-BV-Niger

Tel:+227-20735761, 96969227
Email:ahassambo@yahoo.fr
Tel :+227-20736950- 22796983588
Email : boubacarissa_@yahoo;fr

Ministère du Commerce de l’
Industries et de la Promotion des
Jeunes Entrepreneurs
Fed. Dept of Livestock, Federal
Ministry of Agriculture & Rural
Dev. Abuja
ECOWAS Division, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Wuse, Zone III
Abuja
Fed. Ministry of Commerce &
Industry, Abuja (WTO FOCAL
POINT)
Focal Point for Animal Production

Tel: + 234-8033309541
Email: nadisnigeria@yahoo.com
Tel: + 234-8136960332
Email: prinegbadeoadeniyi@yahoo.com
Tel: + 234-8036346347
Email: gyangdemitta@yahoo.com
Tel: + 2348065315605
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Sierra Leone

James Saio Dumbuya
Executive Director

INSTITUTIONS
Food Safety (OIE) Fed. Ministry
of Agriculture & Rural
Development, Abuja
Standards Organisation of
Nigeria, Operational
Headquarters, Lagos Lekki
Phase I
Chef Division Législation et
Quarantaine, Ministère
Agriculture, Protection de
végétaux /Point Focal CIPV
Ministère de la Sante Sénégal
Chef de la Division des
Négociations Commerciales
Internationale, Ministère du
Commerce
Chef de Bureau quarantaine des
plantes Gest, PNI :SPS,
Directorat de la Protection de
Végétaux
Ministry of Agriculture ,
Veterinary Services, FreetownSierra Leone
Assistant Director, Animal Health,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry &
Food Security
OIE Focal Point, Youyi Building
Freetown
Sierra Leone Standards Bureau,
Ministry of Trade & Industry

ADRESSE / ADDRESS
Email: faslara27@yahoo.com

Tel: + 234-8033313591
nixowoyele@yahoo.com

Tel : + 221-338340397 /2216111175
Fax : +221-834-2854
Email : leygal@hotmail.fr
Tel : + 221-33869-4307 :Fax : 221-33869-‘éàEmail : houlytobe@yahoo.fr
Tel : + 221-338204495 :Fax : 221-338204495
Email : amadeousa@gmail.com

Tel : + 221-776407517 :221-33834097
Fax : 221-338342854/338532252
Email :
almhanne@yahoo.fr /almhanne@hotmail.com
Tel: +232-76-696983
Email. dterry1952@yahoo.com
Tel: + 232-76-732694
Email: amadutj@yahoo.com

Tel: + 232-78334134, 30218487,22224437
Email: jamessaiodumbuya@yahoo.com
sish2009@yahoo.com
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PAYS / COUNTRY

TOGO

NOM / NAME

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

Dr. Ibrahim M.O. Shamie
Head of Crop Protection

Ministry of Agriculture/CPS
Crop Protection Services

Tel: + 232-78542939
Email: imolshamie@yahoo.co.uk

Komla Nyedji Galley
Directeur du Commerce et de la
Promotion du Secteur Prive
Exterieur
Go-Maro Wolali

Ministère du Commerce , Togo
Direction du Commerce Extérieur

Tel: + 228-2221643/Fax: 228-2221643
leygal@hotmail.fr

Responsable Assurance Qualité
LCV, Direction de l’Elevage

Tel : + 228-2212025,2221643,2354107
228-9044550
Email : dbatawui@yahoo.fr/emiygomaro@yahoo.fr
Tel : + 228-9090713/Fax : 228-222-6105
Email : gogovor@yahoo.fr

Gogovor Yawo Séfe

Kazia Tchala

Ingénieur Agronome
Directeur de la Protection des
Vegetaux DPV-Togo
Point de Contact Codex, Togo

Tel : + 228-9023325 :Fax : 228-2251559
Email : kaziathala@yahoo.fr
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CEDEAO-NIGERIA

OUSSEINI SALIFOU
Commissaire chargé de l’Agriculture,
de l’Environnement et des
Ressources en Eau
Traore Salifou
Principal Programme Officer

Commission de la CEDEAO

101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
Tel. +234 (0) 803960641
E-mail: osboube@yahoo.fr

ECOWAS Commission

Dr. Yacouba SANON
Consultant

ECOWAS Commission

101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
Tel. +234 8037882334, (Bamako 78285760)
E-mail: estesaar@yahoo.fr
101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
E-mail: ysanon@ecowas.int, sanonyacouba@yahoo.fr

Dr. Oumou Sangare Loko

Point Focal du Projet Pan-SPSO à la
CEDEAO
ECOWAS Commission

Lago Daniel, Conseiller Juridique
Principal
TRAORE SY ALAIN
PPO Filière & Marchés

ECOWAS Commission

Dr. VIVIAN IWAR
PPO Livestock Development

ECOWAS Commission

Amadou Aboubacar

EA/CAERE,
ECOWAS Commission
Information Officer
ECOWAS Commission
ECOWAS Commission

Uwem Thompson
Kelechi Ogah
Protocol Assistant
Buchi B. Osuagwu
Conference Assistant
Godwin Nweke
Accountant
Mrs Nkoyo F.Echabor

Tel : + 223-66612153
Email : osangare@yahoo.com
101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
Tel. +234 (0)
+223-70379254
E-mail: danielodo@yahoo.com
101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
Tel. +234 8032596402
E-mail: syalaintraore@yahoo.fr satraore@ecowas.int
101, Yakubu Gowon Crescent, Asokoro District, Abuja
Tel. +234 8023057219
E-mail: ethelwar@yahoo.com, vniwar@ecowas.int
Tel: + 234-8075751407
Email: aboube25@yahoo.fr
Tel: + 234-8065355621
Email: uthompson@ecowas.int/ uwemt@yahoo.co.uk

ECOWAS Commission
ECOWAS Commission
EOWAS Commission

Mrs V.E. Osumoro

ECOWAS Commission

Sambo Ishaku

ECOWAS Commission

Tel: + 234-8033302233
Email: nkoa8@yahoo.com
Tel: + 234-60560968555
Email: valosumoro@gmail.com

Tel: + 23468036046311
Email:Isambo2003@yahoo.com.au
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AU-IBAR

Bellinguez ALBAN
Technical Adviser

AU-IBAR
P.O. Box 30786-00100 Nairobi

Tel : + 254-715786371
Email: albau.bellingguez@au-ibar.org

Dr. Raphael Coly
PAN SPSO Project Coordinator

AU-IBAR
P.O. Box 30786-00100 Nairobi

Tél. (254-20) 367 40 00 /229
Fax : (254-20) 367 43 41
Email : raphael.coly@au-ibar.org

Dr. Henri Kaboré, DVM, MSc, PhD
Epidémiologiste Régional

AU-IBAR
Coordination Régionale Pour
l’Afrique de l’Ouest et du Centre
BP : 2954 Bamako
AU-IBAR
Coordination Régionale Pour
l’Afrique de l’Ouest et du Centre
BP : 2954 Bamako

Tél : (223) 20 24 60 53 / 77 92 37 73
Fax (223) 20 24 05 78
Email : henrikabore@hotmail.com

Mlle Rosine Tamuliza
Comptable UA-IBAR

Mr. Adama KONATE
Agent Administratif UA-BIRA

INTERPRETE

RESOURCE PERSON

Dr. Ousmane MINTA

AU-IBAR
Coordination Régionale Pour
l’Afrique de l’Ouest et du Centre
BP : 2954 Bamako
Centre Affaires Traduction
Interprétation
(CATI)

Pr. Mamadou GUEYE

Centre Affaires Traduction
Interprétation
(CATI)

Dr Alphonse Témè

Resource Person

Tél. : (223) 20 24 60 53
Fax : (223) 20 24 60 53
Email : rosine.tamuliza@au-ibar.org

Tél. : (223) 20 24 60 53
Fax : (223) 20 24 60 53
Tel.: (223) 679 34 71
Fax : (223) 224 75 94
Email : minta@yahoo.fr
minta@buroticservices.ml.net
BP : 1966 Bamako
Tél./Fax : (223) 224 95 89
Cell. (223) 673 03 75
Email : djibygueye2004@yahoo.fr
Tel :+233-79485204
Email : teme_alphonse2009@yahoo.fr
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